COMPATIBILITY

- INNO3D GeForce RTX 30 series
- INNO3D GeForce RTX 20 series
- INNO3D GeForce RTX 16 series
- INNO3D GeForce GTX 10 series
- INNO3D GeForce GTX 900 series
- INNO3D GeForce GTX 700 Series
- INNO3D GeForce GTX 600 Series
GPU INFORMATION AND OVERCLOCK

On the HOME PAGE you can read the GPU clock, temperature, fan speed, memory profiles, driver and BIOS version.

You can change GPU and memory clock, fan speed, target power and temperature.

In addition, real time monitoring of GPU information is available in this update.
You may enter the SETTINGS PAGE by double clicking the highlighted icon displayed.

On the SETTINGS PAGE, you can change the software startup options.
RGB CONTROL

You may enter the RGB SETTINGS PAGE by double clicking the highlighted arrow.

In the RGB SETTINGS PAGE, you can change the RGB mode, the brightness and speed of the effect.

In advance, you can also create your own RGB effect.